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Definitions
ADP

Airside Driving Permit

Airside

That part of the aerodrome beyond the security boundary

Apron

A defined area on a land aerodrome provided for the stationing of aircraft for the
embarkation and disembarkation of passengers, the loading and unloading of
cargo, and for parking.

ATC

Air Traffic Control

AVP

Airside Vehicle Permit

CAA

Civil Aviation Authority

Call Sign

A group of letters and/or numbers identifying a radio broadcaster or transmitter

CAP

Civil Aviation Publication

Competence Competence is the demonstration of knowledge, skills and abilities at a level of
expertise sufficient to be able to perform safely in an appropriate work setting.
DVLA

Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency

EC/EEAA

European Community/European Economic Area

EC/EEAA
licences

Driving licences issued by countries in the European Community
and other countries in the EC/EEA

FOD

Foreign Object Debris

GAD

Gatwick Airport Directive

GAL

Gatwick Airport Limited

HSE

Health & Safety Executive

IFR

Instrument Flight Rules

Landside

Area(s) outside the critical restricted zone of the airfield (i.e. not Airside).

LDAVP

Limited Duration Airside Vehicle Permit
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MOR

Mandatory Occurrence Reporting

Manoeuvring That part of an aerodrome provided for the take-off and landing of aircraft and for
the movement of aircraft on the surface, excluding the apron and any part of the
Area
aerodrome provided for the maintenance of aircraft.
OH

Occupational Health

RTF

Radio Telephony

Runway

A defined rectangular area, on a land aerodrome prepared for the landing and takeoff run of aircraft along its length.

Runway
Incursion

Any occurrence at an aerodrome involving the incorrect presence of an aircraft,
vehicle, or person on the protected area of a surface designated for the landing and
take-off of aircraft.

SMS

Safety Management System

Stand

The paved surface near a terminal building, used for the parking and servicing of
aircraft.

Taxiway

A defined path on a land aerodrome established for the taxiing of aircraft and
intended to provide a link between one part of the aerodrome and another,
including:
a. Aircraft stand taxilane. A portion of an apron designated as a taxi route
intended to provide access to aircraft stands only.
b. Apron taxiway. A portion of a taxiway system located on an apron and
intended to provide a through taxi route across the apron.

Introduction
It is Gatwick Airport Limited’s duty, obligation and intent to co-ordinate safety Airside through its
Safety Management System (SMS). An essential element of the SMS is the competence of all
personnel to carry out particular tasks.
It is the responsibility of all employers to ensure that this policy is brought to the attention of their
staff. Individuals however, remain responsible for their own actions. Those who are in any doubt
should consult their supervisor or manager.
Gatwick Airport Limited (GAL) views this directive as an important part of its SMS, specifically with
regard to its relationship to third parties and the management of shared risks.
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For further information on GAL’s policies in respect of shared risk management, please contact the
relevant GAL group. See Contacts.

Purpose of the Document
This document is provided in support of the GAD Airside Driving and Vehicle Operation
It gives all the details you need to know about the Airside Driving Permit scheme (ADP) from detailing
the structure that training will take over the full lifespan of a permit from driver selection through to
revalidation covering all subjects from record keeping, standards enforcement and a feedback loop
for continuous improvement.
You will also find the detail that describes the framework of our Airside Vehicle Permit scheme (AVP)
which is designed to identify the vehicle and its operator and that the vehicles is of an acceptable
standard, is well maintained and meets all environmental and Gatwick specific standards.

Development of this manual
Gatwick Airport Limited (GAL) has developed this manual using best practice guidance from the
following Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) documents:


CAP393 - Air Navigation Order: The Order And The Regulations



The Gatwick Airport - London Byelaws 1996



CAP 1168 – Licencing of Aerodromes



CAP 637 – Visual Aids Handbook



CAP 493 - Manual of Air Traffic Services Part 1 and 2



CAP 642 – Airside Safety Management



CAP 790 – Requirement for an Airside Driving Permit



CAP 413 – Radiotelephony Supplement 2



CAP 700 – Operational Safety Competencies



EAPRRI – European Action Plan for the Prevention of Runway Incursions

Copies of these documents can be found at the CAA website: www.caa.co.uk.

Document name

Document location

Gatwick Airport Directive:

Copies of this document can be obtained from
the GAD database.
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Reducing the environmental impact of Gatwick’s Please see ‘Other Useful Information’ on how to
Airside Vehicles and Equipment
obtain documents from the GAD database.
Gatwick Airport Directive:
Airside Driving and Penalty Points System

Copies of this document can be obtained from
the GAD database.
Please see ‘Other Useful Information’ on how to
obtain documents from the GAD database.
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Airside Driving Permits
Airside Driving Permits (ADPs)
The ADP Scheme covers three specific Airside areas. These areas have been identified as separate
zones, in recognition of the increased level of risk in each area:


A Zone – Aprons, Stands and Airside roads



M Zone - the Manoeuvring Area excluding Runways, but including Taxiways



M + R Zone - the Manoeuvring Area including Runway

The Airside Driving Permit allows the holder to drive Airside at Gatwick provided the driver complies
with the terms and conditions of the Airside regulations.
The Permit is not transferable and is only valid when the holder is on the official business of the
company named on the permit.
The Permit must be carried at all times whilst driving Airside and produced, if requested by a GAL
Official or a Police Officer.
The Permit remains the property of Gatwick Airport Ltd and must be returned upon demand or upon
the holder ceasing to be employed at Gatwick Airport by the company named on the Permit, or when
the holder loses his DVLA licence, or, is considered unfit to drive Airside for any reason.



Colour Coded Zones entitled to drive in



Security ID Number

A Zone Authority



Colour Passport sized Photograph

M Zone Authority



Name of Driver



Employer



Vehicle Type Allowance



Expiry date of permit



Trainers details

R Zone Authority

Space
For
Colour
Photo

Driver Name & ID
Company Name
Vehicle Type
Expiry Date
Trainer Details

Familiarisation cards will not be issued after 01/09/2013 and are being phased out; they will remain
valid until expired.
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Gatwick Airport Airside Driving Permit

All issues of Airside Driving Permits should emulate the diagram shown and include

Validity

The Gatwick Airport Airside Driving Permit is valid for Three Years from the date of issue. Before its
renewal all holders of the permit are required to undergo refresher training, and have an occupational
health screening or check provided or arranged by their employers, they will also be required to
successfully complete the relevant assessment

Escorting of Vehicles

All drivers holding a Gatwick security ID pass are expected to have an ADP to drive vehicles. Only
infrequent visitors holding a temporary ID are permitted to be escorted by someone holding a full
ADP. The escort should either be in the cab of the vehicle or driving a vehicle in front.

Employers Responsibility

Organisations requiring their staff to drive on Airside areas are responsible for ensuring that the
drivers meet the conditions for the issue of the Airside Driving Permit.
All employers must ensure that their drivers are given adequate training in Airside procedures. The
training should consist of a full explanation of all regulations and notices applying to the Airside areas
and practical instruction in driving Airside during the day and at night as detailed earlier.
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Types of ADP
Type of Permit

Area and Restriction of use

The Permit Holder

A Zone permit

The A Zone green permit allows access to the

Apron and/or Stand(s).
This permit applies to both permanently
positioned Airside vehicles, and those
passing to and from Landside/Airside
boundaries.


M Zone permit

The A Zone permit is
awarded to an employee
of either GAL or a third
party
operator
who
requires to drive onto the
apron and/or stands
A Zone permits can be
issued by either a
Gatwick-employed or
third
party-operator
employed
GAL
Approved Trainer.



The permit will remain
valid for up to 3 years.



Holders are required to
maintain
competency
throughout the period of
licence validity.

The M Zone orange permit allows access to

the Manoeuvring Areas EXCLUDING ALL
RUNWAYS, but INCLUDING Taxiways.

The M Zone permit is
awarded to an employee
of either GAL or an
operator.

Vehicles operating in the M Zone shall have a 
radio to communicate with Air Traffic Control
(ATC) and will operate under a Call Sign (to
be issued by GAL)

M Zone permits can be
issued by either a
Gatwick-employed or
third
party-operator
employed
GAL
Approved Trainer.



The permit will remain
valid for up to 3 years.



Holders are required to
maintain
competency
throughout the period of
licence validity.
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M+R Zone permit

The M+R Zone red permit allows access to all

areas, INCLUDING RUNWAYS (active and
inactive).

The M+R Zone permit
holder is exposed to the
greatest
risk
encountered
when
operating
on
the
runways; as such, this
requires the driver to
demonstrate
a
high
degree of competence.



M+R Zone permits are
issued
by
a
GAL
Approved
Trainer
employed by Gatwick
Airport Limited only, in
conjunction with the
approval of Air Traffic
Control (ATC).



The permit will remain
valid for 1 year.



Holders are required to
maintain
competency
throughout the period of
licence validity.

The maps below show the current airside driving maps, up to date airside maps can be obtained
from https://www.airdat.org/support/article/11
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Applying for an ADP
All candidates applying for an ADP must meet the pre-requisites for Gatwick, which include:


Holding a permanent Airside Gatwick Security ID pass;



Holding a full DVLA licence for the category of vehicle they wish to drive Airside;



Meet the minimum medical standards (detailed below)

ADP’s can only be issued by a GAL registered ADP Trainer. A number of companies operating out
of Gatwick have in-house registered trainers and there are specialist training companies that are
registered and approved to provide training at Gatwick Airport.
A list of approved trainers can be obtained from the GAL Airfield Training Manager (see Contacts).

Medical Standards
Prior to attending a GAL ADP Training Course, candidates should be in good general health and
medically screened by their employer. All occupational health (OH) assessments are to be made by
a suitably qualified OH professional and self-declaration of medical fitness is prohibited for the
gaining of an ADP.

General Health
In order for drivers to obtain a GAL A Zone Airside Driving Permit (ADP), they must be medically fit
to drive to DVLA Group 1 Standard 1; i.e. fit and healthy enough to drive to work on public roads
using an ordinary driving licence.
As a minimum, to obtain a GAL A Zone ADP, the requirements are:


At joining/induction -all ADP applicants will have an employer OH assessment to include hearing
and eyesight assessment. This is to be completed by a suitably qualified occupational health
professional.



At each renewal of ADP – a further OH assessment is required.



Event related – employer OH re-assessment if event results in DVLA notifiable condition;



OH re-assessment at age 65 and from then on annually



OH re-assessment if either employer or employee concerned that a health issue may affect a
driver’s ability to drive

If there is a change in medication or if the driver has an accident or long term sickness absence:


It is the employee’s responsibility to inform their employer;
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It is the employer’s responsibility to undertake an OH re-assessment of the driver, if deemed
necessary

Drivers holding an M or M+R licence must be medically fit to drive to DVLA Group 2 standard 2. As
a minimum the ADP requires:


At joining/induction or needing to extend their driving from A Zone to M Zone - all applicants will
have an employer occupational health (OH) assessment to include hearing and eyesight
assessment. This is to be completed by a suitably qualified occupational health professional.



Drivers holding an M or M+R permit must have the ability to distinguish the signal colours red,
green, amber and white with particular reference to lighting used on taxiways, runways and
holding points. Depending on the results of any colour vision deficiency, drivers may be excluded
from driving on the manoeuvring areas and runway. Deficiencies must be risk assessed by the
employer, and a decision made on the driver’s suitability to drive Airside.



At each renewal of ADP – a further OH assessment is required.



Event related – employer OH re-assessment if event results in DVLA notifiable condition;



OH re-assessment at age 65 and from then on annually



OH re-assessment if either employer or employee concerned that a health issue may affect a
driver’s ability to drive

If there is a change in medication or if the driver has an accident or long term sickness absence:


It is the employee’s responsibility to inform their employer ;



It is the employer’s responsibility to undertake an OH re-assessment of the driver, if deemed
necessary

Guidance on the considerations for medical and fitness assessment are given on the HSE website:
https://www.gov.uk/health-conditions-and-driving
http://www.hse.gov.uk/workplacetransport/personnel/medicalfitness.htm
A driver must disclose to the DVLA and their employer any medical condition or prescribed
medication which may affect their ability to drive safely. A driver must inform their employer within 21
days if they are prescribed medication or have a medical condition which may affect their ability to
drive safely. Further guidance can be found on the Medical Information section of the DVLA website.
Where the DVLA places a condition or restriction on a driver this must be considered by the employer
and medical advice obtained. The employer shall inform the aerodrome operator of any such
condition or restriction. Appropriate action may involve suspending or removing the ADP, as soon as
a potential medical issue is brought to their notice.
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Qualifications
To be a registered trainer the trainer is required to have a professional qualification in training to an
industry-recognised standard, and be an expert in the subject they intend to teach.
Qualification examples would include but are not limited to PTTLS level 3, RTITB Instructor etc.
Registered trainers should have at least 12 months experience of driving at Gatwick Airport, and are
expected to pass the course they are applying to deliver to a 100% standard.
This assessment will be made by the GAL Airfield Training Manager, or a designated representative.
Please note that registration to train and issue ADP’s are given to the individual, not the employer.
Record Keeping
All staff that hold an ADP are to be registered and are to have the following details stored on the GAL
approved Database (Airdat.org)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)

Identification number
Name
Date of birth
Employer
Name of training organisation
Name of trainer
Date of completion of training
Date of validation
Assessment results
Date of revalidation
Infringement notices
Type of permit held
Driving history (accidents/incidents)
DVLA checks
Any required medical evidence.

The following checks must also be undertaken:


DVLA licences must be checked by the ADP issuer.



ADP issuers are reminded that DVLA photo card licences expire after a ten year period and must
be renewed.



Trainers are also advised that if they are concerned about the validity of a licence or for spot
checking purposes then they have the ability to telephone the DVLA in the presence of the
trainee, to verify details on a licence. The DVLA also have a licence checking facility on their
website.



All details, including an applicant's current address, must be correct.
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The above information must be kept and made available for audit by Gatwick Airport.
It is the responsibility of the employer to upload these details and to keep these records up to date
regarding starters and leavers.
Trainers currently providing ADP training at Gatwick will be held on a register as a GAL ADP
Approved Trainer.
For details on how to apply, please see section “Application process to become a GAL ADP
Approved Trainer”.

Course Material
Training literature will be provided by GAL; it will contain the following as a minimum, and can be
used to supplement existing training documents.
The Literature will be provided in electronic format and will include:


Presentation for “A” permits



Examination for “A” Permits including required pass mark



Lesson Plans



Course Contents



Airside Maps

Where the trainer is also authorised to issue “M” Permits the following will also be provided:


Presentation for “M” permits



Examination for “M” Permits including required pass mark



Presentation for Radiotelephony



Examination for Radiotelephony



Lesson Plans



Course Contents



Course Notes



Airside Maps, Main Runway and Northern Runway

Copies of these documents are available from the GAL Airfield Training Manager (see Contacts).
All trainers are expected to deliver training to the highest standard and will be subject to periodic
audits by GAL.
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Approved trainers will be expected to demonstrate that they attend a minimum of two Airside Safety
Group meetings per year. Airside Safety Group meetings are held on a quarterly basis.
Following each quarterly Airside Safety Group meeting, training materials will be reviewed and
updated as required.
Competency Maintenance
All employers have a responsibility to ensure their employees maintain competence in driving and
shall have in place a system to monitor competence.
Employers must also provide a system of certification of competence for any specialist vehicle that
is not covered by a DVLA licence. This should be to a recognised industry standard.
Employers must keep and make this information available for audit by Gatwick Airport.
Auditing
Gatwick Airport periodically undertakes different types of audit:


Announced (communicated a minimum of two weeks in advance, and will cover all aspects of
training standards and record keeping).



Spot checks (looking at a specific area in real time and may form part of our incident review
process).

Application process to become a GAL ADP Approved Trainer
Trainers currently providing are register as a GAL ADP Approved Trainer.
Anyone requiring to become a GAL approved trainer must submit the below application form to the
GAL Airfield Training Manager (see Contacts). No ADP training is to take place until this is authorised.
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Name of Applicant
Airside Company Name
Operator Licence Number
Name of Person Requiring registration
ID Number
Relevant qualifications
Is Manoeuvring Training Required

Y/N

I confirm each trainer will have e-mail AND internet access for data control and driver theory testing
purposes, and facilities to provide classroom-based training and electronic presentations.
Each trainer will hold a recognised accredited training qualification of an industry-recognised
standard acceptable to GAL.
They will deliver a minimum of 10 Airside Driver Courses per calendar year.
Acceptable training qualifications can be confirmed with the GAL Airside Training Manager.
Each trainer will evidence that they attend at least two ASG (Airside Safety Group) meetings a
year, and become a point of contact for Airside driving issues.
They will have at least 12 months Airside driving experience at Gatwick Airport.

Signature
Print Name
Contact Details
Next Steps
Once Completed please send this document to the GAL Airfield Training Manager (see contacts).
You will be contacted either by the GAL Airfield Training Manager or a designated GAL
representative. They will arrange with you to conduct an assessment on the course you want to
deliver; in addition they will audit your facilities and training records.
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If all of the above is to an appropriate standard, you will be added to the central register of GAL ADP
Approved trainers.

Airside Driving Compliance Standards
The following rules should be adhered to by persons in control of, or occupants of, a vehicle whilst
being driven airside. It is the drivers responsibility to check that, prior to the use of any vehicle or
equipment, the vehicle is roadworthy, free from all items of FOD and that should any defect be found,
to notify their company as per their standard procedures. Companies are responsible for ensuring
they have robust practices and procedures in place to identify the driver of the vehicle. This list is
not exhaustive and drivers are expected to follow the additional guidelines outlined in the Highway
Code where applicable.
Airside Driving Permits
All full Gatwick ID holders must hold a valid Airside Driving Permit for the vehicle and area they are
driving in. Visiting contractors who are on an escorted ID Pass must be escorted by a full Gatwick
ID and ADP holder at all times they are driving.
Seatbelts
The correct wearing of two-point lap belts or three-point seatbelts, where fitted, is compulsory for all
drivers and occupants of vehicles during any part of a journey on the Airside Road System and
Manoeuvring Area. Should the vehicle be manoeuvring on an aircraft stand or inter-stand clearway,
providing it is travelling at 5mph or less, drivers and other vehicle occupants are exempt from the
use of a seat or lap belt.
Vehicle Doors
All airside drivers in control of a vehicle must also ensure that all vehicle doors are closed when any
part of a journey takes place on the Airside Road System or Manoeuvring Area. If the vehicle has
sliding doors and is being operated on an aircraft stand or inter-stand clearways, and travelling at
5mph or less, the cab door may remain open.
Handheld Devices
The use of handheld devices including mobile phones, radiotelephony sets, iPod etc is not permitted
whilst driving airside. Any driver wishing to use their handheld device when in a vehicle should find
a safe and suitable location to stop and shut down the engine or remove the key before doing so.
Fixed radiotelephony sets can be used whilst driving.
Headlights
Headlights should be checked prior to vehicle use and must be switched on during hours of darkness.
During times of Low Visibility safeguarding it is a requirement for headlights to be switched on and
used on the apron roads and manoeuvring area at all times.
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Information regarding the commencement of safeguarding is conveyed to the airside community via
radiotelephony, email messages from the Airside Operations department and with illuminated low
visibility signs at a variety of airside locations. However, it is the driver’s responsibility to know the
Airside State (i.e. are they working under low visibility).
Outside the hours of darkness and Low Visibility safeguarding, Gatwick Airport Ltd recommends that
vehicle side lights are used; especially whilst travelling along inner pier roads and through
underpasses.
Loads
Drivers should ensure that any load that is being towed or manoeuvred is secure. This shall include,
but not limited to: baggage, chocks, trailers, and Unit Load Devices (ULDs).
Speed Limits
Drivers of vehicles must adhere to all sign posted speed limits. The maximum speed on any airside
road is 20mph; unless stated otherwise (e.g. 10mph). On inter-stand clearways and aircraft stands
the maximum speed limit is 5mph. All drivers must adhere to any signage that indicates a change in
the speed limit (such as through road works).
It is acknowledged that there are circumstances, such as in an emergency, where specialist vehicles
such as fire service appliances, police, ambulances or other appropriately trained and authorised
drivers may need to attend an incident and therefore may need to travel in excess of the sign posted
speed limit.
Parking
When parking or leaving vehicles and equipment unattended, the driver must ensure that no part of
it obstructs an evacuation route, pedestrian crossing, taxiway or airbridge. They should not position
their vehicle/equipment in such a manner that would impede an aircraft arriving or departing on stand
or in any way that may restrict other vehicle movements (e.g. on roads or inter-stand clearways). It
is a requirement to neatly park vehicles/equipment within designated equipment areas (indicated
with red/white border lines). Any trailers or trolleys left in these areas should also have the parking
brake engaged. Where possible all vehicles should reverse into a parking space and drive forwards
when leaving.
The Use of Banksmen and Signals
Vehicles without 360° vision must use a banksman at all times when reversing; whether on or off
stand. It is recommended to utilise the aid of a banksman, if available, even if the vehicle has 360°
vision; to reduce the risk of collision with objects, vehicles and pedestrians in close proximity to the
vehicle.
Additional information relating to the recommended best practice signals can be found on the HSE
website: http://www.hse.gov.uk/workplacetransport/safetysigns/banksman/banksman.htm or within
the Health and Safety (Safety Signs and Signals) Regulations 1996.
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Monitoring and Compliance
Gatwick Airport seeks to reduce the risk of collision and injury to occupants of vehicles. In order to
do so periodic monitoring of driver behaviour and vehicle compliance shall take place. Noncompliance with the terms of this Directive may result in the occupant(s) of the vehicle being issued
with an airside caution as per GAD/F20/15 Airside Major & Minor penalty Notice. The operating
company of any identified defective vehicle may also receive a Notice of Unsafe Act or Working
(NUAW) or other action under the Gatwick Airport Ltd Environmental, Health and Safety procedures.

Airside Vehicle Permits (AVPs)
Applying for an AVP
Pre-requisites:


Valid Airside Operator’s Licence issued by the GAL Airside Operations department;



Any intended driver of the vehicle must hold a current ADP (see above);



All vehicles must have a valid AVP whilst Airside. An AVP does not confer the right of entry and
does not identify the driver or the passengers

An AVP application form can be obtained from the ID application system Mtrust, www.mtrust.co.uk

Types of AVP
There are two types of AVP issued by GAL:


Annual




For vehicles needing essential access to all restricted or controlled Airside Apron areas and
Airside roads on a regular basis. These are valid for one year from the issue date.

Temporary duration


This type of pass is available for vehicles not required for regular access and would not
therefore qualify for a Permanent Apron Vehicle Pass. The validity of an TAVP is 5 days
inclusive and no more than 5 passes may be issued in a 12 month period for any one vehicle
(total 25 days). These are valid for a specified period at the time of issue (normally 24 hours),
for a specific vehicle.

Vehicle access to the Airside area at Gatwick is controlled strictly by GAL Airside Operations
Department through the issue of Airside Vehicle Permits (AVPs). AVPs are under the direction of the
Secretary of State for Transport (Department for Transport) and subject to the Aviation Security Act
1982.
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http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1982/36/contents/enacted
All vehicles must have a valid AVP whilst Airside. An AVP does not confer the right of entry and does
not identify the driver or the passengers.
Organisations must be in possession of a valid Airside Licence issued by Gatwick's Airside
Operations department before starting business or operations on the airfield (see Contacts).
Function of an AVP
An AVP serves to identify the vehicle and its operator and is an acknowledgement by GAL that the
vehicle needs to be used in the critical areas specified on the PERMIT when on official use.
Display of an AVP
An AVP must be clearly displayed on the offside of the windscreen of the vehicle while Airside.
EXCEPTION:
Emergency Services vehicles, e.g. from Surrey Ambulance Service, West Sussex Fire Brigade, and
Sussex police called to an emergency or major training exercise, are exempt from this requirement.
Conditions of Issue


A permit is issued subject to a signed “Declaration by the Applicant” indicating that the details
provided are accurate and in order.



The permit is issued to a specific vehicle, approved for access by GAL. The pass is not
transferable between vehicles, companies or persons and serves only to identify the vehicle,
NOT the driver or passengers.



The applicant or sponsor, is responsible for returning an AVP to the GAL Security I.D. centre for
cancellation in the following circumstances:
o

When the purpose for which the pass was issued has ceased.

o

When the vehicle ownership changes.

o

When the vehicle is scrapped, sold or otherwise permanently ceases operation
Airside.

o

In the case of a sponsored vehicle, when that vehicle is no longer used by the
sponsoring company, even though the pass is still valid.

o

On request by GAL Airside Operations or Security Departments, GAL may remove or
request the return of an AVP.

o

If the pass is defaced, altered, amended or bears markings not entered by the issuing
authority.

o

If the pass is found on any vehicle other than that for which it was issued.



If a pass is obtained for a privately owned vehicle purported to be company owned.
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When the vehicle pass has expired.

Acceptance of Conditions of Issue
The submission of an Application Form duly signed shall be regarded as acceptance of the
conditions contained in this manual, as well as those contained in the declaration on the AVP
Application Form.
Vehicle and Equipment Requirements


The applicant or sponsoring company applying for an AVP is responsible for the safe operation
and fitness of the vehicle/equipment it uses Airside and is require to certify:



That the vehicle/equipment for which the pass is required has been properly inspected
maintained and serviced by a qualified motor technician within the twelve months prior to the
date of application, and will continue to be inspected, maintained and serviced throughout the
period of validity of the pass to ensure the same standard of safety is maintained as at the time
of application.



The applicant or sponsoring company must ensure that the frequency of inspections,
maintenance and servicing should be appropriate to the type and age of the vehicle used in
keeping with the manufacturer’s recommendations



That a record of the inspection, service and maintenance of the vehicle/equipment is available
for inspection by GAL upon request



That only persons trained and competent to drive/operate that vehicle/equipment will drive it.



The inspection must confirm that the electrical, mechanical condition and emissions of the
vehicle is to the same standard as that required for the issue of an MOT certificate under the
Road Traffic Act.



Gatwick Airport Ltd reserves the right to inspect vehicles and relevant documentation to ensure
that they comply with these regulations. As part of the safety management system.



GAL reserves the right to ask to view MOTs / vehicle inspection data, in the event of an incident.



The Authorised Signatory applying for an AVP, certifies that the vehicles listed have a valid MOT
certificate where applicable under the Road Traffic Act, or have been inspected by a Motor
Engineer within the past 3 calendar months of the date of the application and the mechanical
and electrical condition of each vehicle meets the standards required for the issue of an MOT
certificate under the Road Traffic Act. All vehicles listed undergo safety inspections in line with
the local mandatory notices. Documentary evidence of these inspections are kept and to be
made available for inspection at any time.



All applications must comply with GAD/Reducing the Environmental Impact of Gatwick’s Airside
Vehicle & Equipment. If this information is not provided on the application form, a permit issue
will be refused.



Obstacle lights (i): The vehicle must be equipped with an omni -directional flashing yellow
obstacle light, mounted on the highest point of the vehicle and clearly visible through 360º. The
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main beam showing between + or - 10º in the horizontal plane and an intensity not exceeding
400 candela and a flash rate of 60 to 90 flashes per minute. Strobe lighting is not permitted.


Obstacle lights (ii): Large vehicles may need to display two obstacle lights at each end of the
vehicle, clearly visible from all sides. The obstacle light must be in operation at all times while
the vehicle is Airside, unless parked in a designated parking or equipment area, (irrespective of
the time of day or the visibility conditions). Local Authority fire appliances, ambulances and Police
vehicles not fitted with yellow obstacle lights, in an emergency, will use flashing blue lights.



Vehicle Identification and Livery: A vehicle for which a Vehicle Airside Pass is required must be
in company livery. Minimum logo size 45cm x 23cm clearly visible on BOTH SIDES of the vehicle.
An exception may be made for an un-liveried vehicle with a Limited Duration Vehicle permit if it
is carrying permanently installed equipment which is essential to the purpose of the visit. This
vehicle must be escorted by a vehicle carrying a permanent AVP.

Vehicle Specifications


A vehicle or trailer should not normally exceed 3.05 metres (10ft) in width. GAL may make specific
exceptions to this, e.g. Towbarless Tugs and Coaches.



The vehicle or trailer must be able to meet the Airside height restrictions which are clearly marked
by warning plates wherever headroom clearance is limited. Gatwick is currently designing
buildings and structures to give a minimum headroom of 4.5m over the Airside roads. Around
some of the older buildings the headroom is much less (e.g. 2.7m at Concorde House.)
Restricted headroom is indicated by warning signs. On some tail of stand roads headroom may
be limited by overhanging aircraft tails. Any driver must make sure that his/her vehicle and any
towed equipment can meet the height restrictions along the desired route. In case of doubt
he/she should contact Airside Operations on 01293 503090. They may be able to advise on an
alternative route or make special arrangements to escort an oversize vehicle via the taxiway
system.



Any vehicle or equipment capable of elevation must be fully retracted before being driven
anywhere on the Airside road system.



The total overall length of a trailer train including the prime mover and couplings must not exceed
the following combination. Subject to this maximum, the following numbers of trailers of specific
categories may be drawn by one prime mover:


Not more than 4 single size baggage or single LD3 trailers;



Not more than 3 double LD3 trailers;



Not more than 3 large cargo trailers.



Where more than one category of trailer is drawn by one tug, no more than 3 trailers
are permitted.
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Other Requirements


The exhaust system must be in good order.



The vehicle must be free of oil/fuel leaks.



The prime mover must be of adequate power and weight and capable of braking efficiently the
prime mover itself and all trailers it is towing.



The prime mover must have front and rear lights illuminated if operating during the hours of
darkness or in poor visibility.



Any vehicle or trailer over 2.44 metres (8ft) in width must have red or amber reflectors at or near
each end.



The trailers must have a proper parking brake system.



The trailers must be fitted with red rear reflectors and amber side reflectors, clearly visible in
conditions of poor visibility or in darkness. High intensity reflective sheet material or reflective
paint is an acceptable alternative.



Tow bars, even when not in use for towing aircraft, must be made clearly visible when being
moved from one place to another, for example with fluorescent strips.



Any load, loose baggage or freight must be securely fastened to ensure it cannot spill/fall on the
Aprons and Airside roads.
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Whatever colour scheme a vehicle or equipment is painted in, it must be made highly
conspicuous to be visible from all sides.



For any vehicle or trailers, or combinations of the two, which it is essential to use and which
cannot satisfy the requirements of this instruction, specific clearance must be applied for and
obtained from GAL Airfield Operations Department before use on the Apron or Airside roads.

Employer’s Responsibility


It is the responsibility of the Employer to ensure that any employee or person who drives the
Employer’s vehicles on Airside areas meets the following requirements.



The driver must hold a GAL permanent Airside Security ID pass.



The driver must be in possession of a full (i.e. not provisional) current DVLA Driving Licence,
valid in the UK and entitled to drive a motor vehicle on a public road. The driver must hold a valid
GAL Airside Driving Permit.



In the case of heavy or specialist vehicles the driver must hold the appropriate category of LGV
or PCV licence which would apply to that vehicle if driven on a public road.



The driver must comply with the requirements of all the GAD’s and Notices applicable Airside,
the Gatwick Airport – London Byelaws 1996, the Air Navigation Order 1995, the Rules of the Air
and Air Traffic Control regulations 1991 and the Aviation Security Act 1982, as amended by the
Aviation and Maritime Security Act 1990 and CAP 642 Guidelines.



Periodically, GAD’s and Notices are issued which regulate or amend procedures for the
movement of vehicles on Airside areas, or publish other requirements applicable Airside. The
employer must ensure that the contents of these Instructions and Notices are brought to the
attention of their employees.

Record Keeping
Access to such training records must be made available to GAL on request.
Responsibility of Sponsors
An associated company may be employed by a Gatwick based airline operator to provide it with a
service Airside in support of aircraft operations. It will be necessary for the Gatwick based airline
operator employing such a company to sponsor applications for AVPs on its behalf. All business
connected with the issue, control, cancellation or withdrawal of AVPs will only be conducted through
the sponsor, who will also be responsible for advising or notifying the company of the contents of
this Manual and any other relevant GADs and instructions as per above.
The Airside area is also subject to the control of the UK Border Agency. It may be necessary, on
occasion, for a sponsoring company to obtain prior permission from UKBA, particularly in cases of
vehicles carrying freight.
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Further Requirements for the Issue of a Temporary duration AVP (TAVP)
A TAVP will normally be issued only for a vehicle which displays a recognised company livery and is
fitted with a yellow flashing obstacle light. However, exceptions may be made if the vehicle is
escorted by another vehicle which meets this requirement.

Personnel Identity and Escorts
The issue of an Annual or Temporary Duration AVP does not, in itself, represent automatic
permission for any individual to go Airside. If the driver does not hold an Airside Driving Permit then
they must be escorted by someone with a valid Airside Driving Permit and AVP.
The driver and any other occupant of the vehicle must be in possession of an escorted ID pass. They
must, at all times whilst Airside, be escorted by a representative of the sponsoring company. It is
the driver’s responsibility to ensure that unauthorised persons are not carried in the vehicle.

Authorised Signatories
The application form for an AVP must be signed at the time of issue by a person from the sponsoring
company who has been approved by GAL I.D. Centre.

Low Visibility Operations
Vehicles engaged in work on taxiways or stands, must have their routing or escort arrangements
detailed in advance. On entry Airside, drivers should check whether or not there are low visibility
conditions as that may impose further restrictions. Drivers of vehicles with TAVPs must not go on the
manoeuvring area in low visibility or Northern Runway Operations condition. (See GAD Operations
in Low Visibility and Northern Runway Operations)

Legal Aspects
It is an offence under Section 21B and 21C of the Aviation Security Act 1982, as amended by the
Aviation and marine Security Act 1990 to:


Give false information either for the purposes of or in connection with an application for an AVP
or in connection with continued holding of an AVP that has already been issued.



Go with or without a vehicle on to any part of the restricted Airside area of the airport without
permission of Gatwick Airport Ltd.
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Insurance Requirements for an AVP
All vehicle operators must certify that the vehicles listed are insured under an insurance policy which
conforms to the minimum standard specified by Gatwick Airport Ltd, namely that insurance covering
all actions, claims, costs and demands in respect of any loss, damage or injury to property or persons
(including fatal injuries) for which we are liable arising in connection howsoever with the use of the
vehicles Airside is effective during the currency of any Airside vehicle pass provided for the said
vehicles
Full Details of the cover required can be found on the AVP application form on the ID Centre
application system
www.mtrust.co.uk
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Management of Standards
Gatwick Airport Ltd seeks to provide a safe airside working environment by ensuring that current
legislation is met and control measures are employed to promote full compliance of airside legislation
and rules.
Airside Major & Minor Penalty Notice / Notice of Unsafe Act
Gatwick Airport Ltd (GAL) Airfield Operations Department, GAL Baggage Managers, Terminal Team,
Leaders, Security Team Leaders and Sussex Police are authorised to issue Airside Penalty Notices
when an infringement of standards has occurred. The penalty notice and any associated reports
ensures that a process is recognised to ensure that Airside infringements are processed, recorded
and any recurring failures identified and addressed. At the discretion of GAL they may result in
financial penalty to the company involved and / or the issue of Penalty Notices recorded against the
responsible driver's Airside Driving Permit (ADP) or Airside Pass.
Full details of this scheme can be found in the GAD Airside Driving and Penalty Points System.
Control and Enforcement
No person may drive Airside without being in possession of a GAL Airside Driving Permit.
EXCEPTION:
This does not apply to the emergency services vehicles attending airport emergencies and drivers
under escort for training or any other purposes. The escort must be in possession of a Gatwick
Airport Airside Driving Permit.
An Airside Driving Permit may be cancelled by GAL after consultation with the offending employee’s
managers, if for any reason the holder is deemed not to be proficient to drive Airside.
Violations of Airside regulations may result in temporary or permanent withdrawal of a permit,
depending on the seriousness of the offence, at the discretion of the Airfield Duty Manager Airside
Operations Manager.
Penalties
Any driver in breach of Airside regulations will be reported to his/her employer who may be requested
to take disciplinary action.
A breach of the Airport Byelaws of the Air Navigation Order can result in prosecution which, upon
conviction, carries a penalty of either a fine of an unlimited amount or 5 year imprisonment, or both.

Reporting of Incidents and Accidents
Gatwick Airport Limited requires to be notified of all incidents, accidents and near misses arising
from work and activities on the airfield, including those arising from the activities of vehicles and of
third parties.
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All incidents and accidents on the airfield MUST be reported immediately they occur, via the Gatwick
Control Centre Emergency Line Ext 222 on any GAL telephone or 999 from all other telephones
(01293 501222 from a mobile phone)
Reportable Incidents include (list is not exhaustive)
Damage to Aircraft

Road Traffic Collision

Vehicle to Aircraft

Vehicle / Vehicle

Equipment to Aircraft

Vehicle / Airbridge

Airbridge to Aircraft

Vehicle / Equipment

Any Personal Injury

Vehicle / Structure

Communication and management of change
This manual and associated documents will be regularly reviewed by GAL, in conjunction with the
relevant committees at Gatwick Airport.
Particular attention will be paid to the updating of the approved course syllabus and materials in
conjunction with learning’s following incident, accidents and developed best practice.
Airside driving will be discussed at every ASG, LRST and Incident review.
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Current Contacts:
Area/Department

Contact name(s) Telephone
at
date
of Number
document issue

Email address

GAL Airfield Training Derek Carlton
Manager

07818 613247

derek.carlton@gatwickairport.com

GAL Head of Airside Jerry Barkley
Compliance

07799 478376

jerry.barkley@gatwickairport.com

GAL ID Centre

01293 503636

idcentre@gatwickairport.com

Out of Hours
01293
501636
Air Traffic Control

01293

Brian Jackson, or, 01293 601026
ATC
Watch 01293 601031
Manager

brian.jackson@nats.co.uk

Other Useful Information:
To obtain documents from
john.smith@gatwickairport.com

the

GAD

database,
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please

contact

John

Smith

–

